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0. Introduction. In his version of the operational calculus Mikusin-

ski uses as a starting point the familiar theorem from algebra that

every integral domain can be embedded isomorphically in a field. He

shows that the class of complex-valued continuous functions defined

on [0, oo) forms an integral domain when addition and multiplication

are taken to be pointwise addition and convolution of functions,

respectively. The resulting field is called the field of Mikusinski

operators.

In the present paper we generalize Mikusinski's basic results by

developing an operational calculus for strongly continuous functions

defined on [0, oo) and having values in any Banach algebra with unit

element. The Mikusinski operational calculus will then be a special

case of our theory, obtained by taking the Banach algebra to be the

complex numbers.

The paper is divided into four parts. The first gives an algebraic

construction; the second shows how the algebraic construction may

be used to develop the operational calculus mentioned above; the

third indicates some basic results which carry over from the (Miku-

sinski) operational calculus to this more general setting. Finally, in

the last section, we generalize within the framework of the operational

calculus a recent theorem of T. K. Boehme.

We assume the reader is familiar with the basic notations and

results in the books by Mikusinski [3] and Erdelyi [2].

1. An algebraic construction. Let R be a ring and D a fixed non-

empty subset of R subject to the following two conditions:

(i)  if xED, then xy=yx for all yER,

(ii) if xED, the equation xy = 0, yER implies y=0.

It is clear that D is a multiplicative semigroup and does not con-

tain the additive identity in R.

Now consider the set of ordered pairs (x, a) where xER, aED- We

say that (x, a) = (y, b) iff xb =ya. We make the convention of writing

an ordered pair as a fraction. Thus for the ordered pair ix, a) we
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write x/a. It is easy to check that the above notion of equality is an

equivalence relation. I f one defines addition by x/a +y/b = (xb +ay)/ab

and multiplication by (x/a)(y/b)=xy/ab, it is also straightforward

to check that the operations are well defined and that, in fact, the

equivalence classes of ordered pairs together with these two oper-

ations form a ring R*. R is isomorphic to the subring of R* consisting

of all fractions of the form ax/a, aED, xER- a/a is the unit in R*.

One notes that if the ring R is an integral domain and one takes the

semigroup D to be R— {0} then the above construction reduces to

the classical construction for embedding an integral domain in a field.

Since R* has a unit one might expect in general that there are some

fractions in R* which have inverses. (By an inverse we mean both a

left and right inverse.) The following theorem gives a necessary and

sufficient condition that a fraction have an inverse.

Theorem 1.1. The fraction x/aER* has an inverse iff there exists a

yER and aED such that xy=yx—a.

Proof. Suppose x/a has an inverse y/b. Then xy/ab=yx/ba = c/c

and this means xyc = abc and yxc = bac; i.e. xy = yx = ab=a. Con-

versely, suppose there is a yER and aED such thatxy =yx=a. Then

the fraction ay/a is the inverse of x/a since x/a-ay/a=xy/a=a/a

= ay/a-x/a.

2. Operators. We now generalize the Mikusinski operational cal-

culus using the algebraic construction in §1. Let B be a Banach alge-

bra with unit and let S be the set of all strongly continuous functions

on [0, co) having values in B, together with the operations of addition

and multiplication defined as follows:

(i) f + g(*) = t(x) + g(x), (ii)  f * g(x) =   f   f(x- t)g(t)dt.
J 0

The integral defining convolution is, of course, the Bochner integral

and one can easily check that S is a ring. Let us now denote by 5 the

set of functions of the form u-t(x) where u is the unit in the Banach

algebra and t(x) is a complex-valued continuous function not identi-

cally zero. Functions belonging to 5 will be denoted by italic letters.

Clearly, 5 is a subset of S. Moreover, we have the following theorem.

Theorem 2.1. (i) If/ES then/or any gGS, g */=/ * g. (ii) 1//ES
and/ * g(x) =0/or all x, where gGS, then g(x) =0/or all x.

Proof. If B* denotes the set of bounded linear functionals on B

then for any /£B* we have
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i[f *gix)] = *[//(* - 0g(0*] -/"/(* - 0/[g(0l*

=  f Xl[g(* - 0]fQ)dt =  f Xl[gix - t)]fit)dt
J 0 " o

= l\j\ix- f)fit)dt] = l[g•/(*)].

Hence/ * g = g */.

Assume now that /*g(x)=0 for all x. Then for any Z£B*,

/[/*g(*)]=/jS/(x-*)J[g(<)]^ = 0. But by Titchmarsh's theorem

(Mikusinski [3, pp. 15-23]) this implies l[git)]=0 for all t^O. Since

this is true for every /GB*, we conclude that g(/)=0 for all t^O.

It now follows from the construction of §1 (taking R = S and

D = S) that fractions of the form <j>//, §ES,fES form a ring S* which

contains S isomorphically. Moreover, S* has a unit and it follows

from Theorem 1.1 that a necessary and sufficient condition that a

fraction <}>//GS* have an inverse is that there exist a function ipES

and a function aES such that <j> *\f/ = \j/ *§=a. We follow Miku-

sinski's convention of writing a function in braces; thus {u} means

the function whose value at each iSiO is the unit in B.

One notes also that S* can be made into an algebra by defining

a{§(t) }/{fit)} = {a§it)}/{fit)}, where a is a complex number. Also,

in analogy with the classical case, it is possible to identify certain

subsets of S* with (i) the algebra of complex numbers; (ii) the Banach

algebra B; (iii) the locally (Bochner) integrable functions; (iv) the

algebra S. For example, one can identify B and the subalgebra of all

fractions of the form {a}/{w}, a£B. According to current conven-

tion, if a£B then we use the same symbol a for both {a}/{w} and a.

A similar convention holds for the other cases. Following the ter-

minology of Mikusinski, we shall call the members of S* operators.

Finally, note that in general this operational calculus is not commu-

tative.

3. Elementary operators. As in the classical case, one can define

the integral and differential operators.

Definition 3.1. If u is the unit in the Banach algebra, then l={u}

is called the integral operator and l_1 = s is called the differential

operator. I is called the integral operator because if {fit)} GS, then

l{iit)} = {/0'f(r)^7-}. s is called the differential operator because of the

following:

Theorem 3.1. If the function {f(/)}GS has a strong derivative

{fit)} GS, then s{tit)} = {f'it)} +f(0).
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Proof. The proof is the same as the classical case.

Clearly, one can generalize by saying that if {l(t)} £S has n strong

derivatives all belonging to S then s"{f(t)} = {i(n)(t)} +f(n-')(0)

+if(n-2)(0)+ • • • +s"-1f(0).

If a is a fixed element in the Banach algebra and ea< is defined by

its power series expansion, then one can prove using Theorem 3.1

that (s — a)_1= {e"}, and this gives the connection between the dif-

ferential operator and the exponential function. All the elementary

formulae from the Mikusinski operational calculus can be generalized

to the present setting. For example, under the conditions that a,b£B,

b_1 exists and a and b commute we have [(s — a)2+b2]_1 = {b_1ea( sin bt}.

It is also clear that one may use the operational calculus as Miku-

sinski does to solve certain types of differential equations. For ex-

ample, consider the equation a{f"(t)\+b{f'(t)} = {g(t)}, i(0)=A,

f'(0) =B, a, b£B, a-1 exists and {g(t)} ES. The operational form of

the equation is a [s2 {f (t)} -B -sA ] +b [s {I(t)} -A ] = {g(/)}. Solving

the equation for {i(t)} one obtains

(f(/)} =   i f e-^^'-^Bdrl  + {e-*-lbtA}

+  | f e-^^-^a^hAdrX + j f r*"'''"-''*-1 f g(u)du\ .

4. An application. In 1965, T. K. Boehme proved the following

theorem. (See Boehme [l].)

Theorem (Boehme). Let {g„}, w = l, 2, 3, • • ■ be a sequence o/

complex-valued continuous /unctions on [0, oo). A necessary and suffi-

cient condition that there exists a sequence {f„ J (complex-valued and

continuous) and a /unction g also complex-valued and continuous such

that g = g„ * tn/or n = l, 2, 3, • • ■ is that there exist an interval [0, T]

such that /or no n does gn vanish identically on [0, T].

One could ask whether there is an analogue of the theorem for

strongly continuous functions having values in the Banach algebra B.

The operational calculus provides a clue to the solution. It turns out

that if each gn has an inverse (as an operator) and satisfies a certain

auxiliary condition then one can prove a generalization of Boehme's

theorem. Before stating the theorem, we need a definition.

Definition 4.1. Suppose f£S. If f has an inverse as an operator

then there is a function g£S and a function hES such that f *g

= g * f = h. (Note that g and h need not be unique.) We say that f

belongs to SrCS if one can find at least one pair of functions g£S,
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hES such that f * g = g * t = h and h does not vanish identically on

the interval  [0, T].

We then have the following theorem.

Theorem 4.1. Let {G„}, n = l, 2, 3, ■ ■ • be a sequence of functions

belonging to S. A necessary and sufficient condition that there exists a

sequence of functions {Fn} in S and a function GES such that G = F„

* G„ =G„ * F„ for n= 1, 2, 3, • • • is that there exist a T>0 such that

for all n, G„GSr.

Proof. The necessity is clear. Let us therefore suppose that {G„}

is a sequence of functions in S and that there is a T>0 such that for

all n, G„GSr. By the definition of Sr, for each n there is a function

H„ and a function hn such that G„ * H„ = H„ * G„ = hn and none of the

hn vanish identically on the interval [0, T]. Then by Boehme's the-

orem there exists a sequence of complex-valued continuous functions

{f„} and a complex-valued continuous function G such that f„ * hn

= G. From this it follows that G„ * (H„ *f„)=A„ *f„ = G, and

(H„ * f„) * G„ = G. Hence H„ * f„=F„ is the desired sequence.

Note that, in particular, the theorem holds if {G„} is a sequence of

matrix-valued continuous functions and for each n, det G„^0 on

some fixed interval [0, T]. It is also interesting to note that the hy-

pothesis that G„GSr for all n is essential. To see this, let B be the

Banach algebra of 2X2 matrices and define

ri   o i   .    . ruix) on
GB(#) = if n is odd,        Gn(x) = if n is even,

LO inix)l L  0     lj

where

tnix) = 1    for x 2: n,

= 0    for 0 g x < n.

None of the G„ vanish on any neighborhood of the origin and each

G„ has an inverse as an operator. However, one can prove directly

that there is no sequence F„ and no nonzero G such that F„ * G„ = G.
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